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that much longer distances 
will be covered in the near fu
ture. 

A method has now been put 
in use whereby messages can 
be printed on receipt at the re
ceiving station (the mes
sages being transmitted by 
typewriter) . 

... 

THE LAUNCH OF THE 
"SATSUMA." 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC 

AMERICAN: 

One year and one month 
after the peace of Portsmouth, 
which was brought about by 
the noble efforts of your great 
President, the launch of the 
largest battleship afloat took 
place in the presence of H. M. 
the Emperor, the Crown Prince, 
many princes and princes.ses, 
and a huge number of all 
classes of people, at the Yoko
suka navy yard, which is but 
five miles from Uraga,' where 
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The "Satsuma" After the Launch. 

opposes six 12-inch to the for
mer ship's twelve 10-inch. The 
allied nations are to be con
gratulated upon their posses
sion of the two most powerful 
battleships in the world. In 
the construction of warships, 
the most valuable of all experi
ences are undoubtedly those 
derived from the tests of actual 
engagements. A battleship, de
signed by the experts of a 
country which has had various 
experiences' of modern naval 
warfare, cannot fail to have 
many characteristics peculiar 
to itself; though the public are 
yet in the dark as to the de
tails of those characteristics. 

the monument to Commodore 
Perry stands. 

Tbe st.riped ball banging at tbe bow was opened at the lannch, liberating allock of pigeons. 

On November 15, when the 
launch had been arranged to 
take place, His Majesty entered 
the imperial stand at about 2 
P. M., which faced the stem of 
the ship. Preparations for the 
launch' were soon commenced. 
The shores supporting both 
sides of the hull, the wedges, 
etc., were removed in accord
ance with signal orders Nos. 1 
to 14. The Minister of the 
Navy, Vice-Admiral Saito, then 
proceeded before the throne 
and read the following docu
ment: "On the 15th day of 
May in the 38th year of Meiji 
(1905) th.e construction of the 

battleship numbered B was 
commenced, and the hull hav
ing now been completed, His 
Majesty is pleased to name her 
'Satsuma.''' The Minister hand
ed the document to Vice-Ad
miral Kamimura, commander 
of the Yokosuka naval station, 
and the latter immediately in
structed the superintendent of 
the arsenal, Vice-Admiral Ito, 
to launch the ship. As soon 
as the cord was cut by Vice
Admiral Ito, the hull began 
sliding. As the "Satsuma" was 
smoothly going down toward 
the water, a ball hanging from 
her bow, as shown in one of 
the photographs, was automat
ically broken, scattering pieces 
of colored paper, cloth, flow-

The battleship "Satsuma," 
the construction of which be
gan in the midst of the Russo
Japanese war, is 482 feet in 
length, 83 feet 6 inches in 
beam, of 19,200 tons displace-
ment and 18,000 horse-power. 
Her armament is not yet offi
cially declared, and will be 
kept secret until completion. 
But the authorities, it is said, 
at first intended to provide 
four 12-inch guns, twelve 10-
inch guns, twelve 4.7-inch guns, 
and five torpedo tubes. Thus 
it will be seen that Japan has 
not dispensed with interme
diate armament, as is the case 
with the "Dreadnought." In
cessant progress in naval mat
ters, however, calls for some 
new alterations and improve
ments to be introduced to the 
armament; and the "Satsuma" 
will, it is believed, be finally 
found to be more powerfully 
equipped than was originally 
intended. Her armor belt of 
Krupp steel ranges from 5 to 
9 (or 912) inch�s, and her in

Length, 482 feet. Beam, 83).2 feet. Displaeement, 19,200 tons. Horse-power, 18,000. Speed, 20 knots. 

Armor: Belt, 9).2 inches. Armament: Four 45-callber 12-inch; twelve 45-calilJer 10-incb; twelve 50-cahber 

4.7-IDcb. Torpedo tnbes, 5. 

LAUNCH OF THE JA PANESE BATTLESHIP " SATSUMA," THE LARGEST B AT TLESHIP AFLOAT. 

tended speed is 19 knots. The ram bow has been 
dispensed with in her, as in the two armored cruisers, 
"Tsukuba" and "lkoma," just built respectively at 
Kure and Yokosuka. She .flas a very handsome semi
fiddle bow. Over a year ago, Admiral Sir Cyprian 
Bridge said it would be interesting to see how long 
the ram bow would be a feature of warship design. So 
far as the Japanese are concerned, the day of the ram 
has passed away, and will not be revived in our future 
warships, unless 
s 0 m e develop
ment, as yet un· 
discovered, i s 

made hereafter 
in 
fare. 

naval war· 
When the 

to the fact that in the construction of the. "Satsuma" 
every available experience obtained from the late war 
has been turned to account. The new battleship has 
a larger displacement than the "Dreadnought" by 
1,300 tons, though she is inferior in point of speed; 
and there is a question as to the comparative strength 
of the two battleships' armaments. The "Satsuma" 
has four 12-inch and twelve 10-inch guns against the 
"Dreadnought's" ten 12-inch, so that in fire the latter 

ers, etc., from among which 
several pigeons flew away. The thunderous Banzai 
and applause continued for a time. The ship was en
tirely afloat at 2:25 P. M_ It may be added that the 
"Satsuma" has been built entirely by Japanese ex
perts, and there is no truth whatever in the reports 
circulated in Europe as to a number of foreign engi-
neers having been employed. SAITO TSUNETARO. 

The Imperial Fisheries Institute, Etchujima, Tokio, 
November 23, 19019. 

A M A C H IN E  

T H A T  PRE

DICTS TIDES. 

BY D • .A. WILLEY. 

"S a t s u m a " 
is fully equipped 
she will also be 
w i t h o u t  t h e  
fighting tops s o  
common in mod
er n warships_ 
Compared with 
our 'latest battle
s h i p ,  "Kashi
ma," she has a 
larger displace
ment by 2,600 
t o n s ,  a n d  i n  
armament h a s  
eight more 10-
inch guns. Not 
only is the "Sat
suma" much su
p e r  i 0 r to the 
" Kashima " i n 
her exterior de
:sign, but t h e  
difference in her 
interior design 
'is incomparabiy 
greater, 0 win g 

Rear View of the Machine, Showing the Arrangement 
of Mechanical Elements. 

Operator l'urnin� Indices to Determine the Height and Time of 
the Tide at a }'uture Date. 

On e o f  t h e  
most interesting 
devices utilized 
i n connection 
with the United 
States Coast and 
Geodetic Survey 
is the mechan
ism by which 
the state of the 
tide at a certain 
seaport can be 
closely d e t e r -

mined a year or 
more a h e a d .  
While with the 
m ac h i  n e are 
used tide tables 
which have been 
computed for a 
period of years, 
t h e  automatic 
c o m p u t a 
tion which the 
t i d  e predictor 
performs is real
ly wonderful in 
its accuracy. As 
the illustrations 

A MACHINE THAT P REDICTS TIDES. 



indicate, the tide predictor somewhat resembles a 
clock. In fact, it contains one which records every 
day in the year, the pointer on the dial shown in the 
upper left hand corner of the illustration making a 
complete circle of the face of the dial once every 
twenty-four hours, but this is only one of several 
parts which might be termed clocks by reason of 
their mechanical construction and arrangement. There 
are clocks which serve to indicate when properly "set" 
the daily stage .of tides, and the stage of the moon, 
so essential in calculating tidal movements. The 
center "clock," however, is of most importance, for 
by its manipulation the 'necessary computations are 
made with the aid of records obtained from the 
smaller ories. 

The tide predictor contains nineteen mechanical 
elements or estimators, each consisting of an axle 
which is moved by a pulley and crank connected by 
delicately adjusted chains. All of the axles, however, 
are controlled by what might be called the governing 
axle located in the bottom of the framework of the 
predictor and moved by the handle shown in the illus
tration on the outside of the case at the left. It will 
be noted that the large dial in the center of the face 
of the predictor contains two sets of hands and in
closes a small disk which has a single hand. The 
larger hands are called the lunar and solar indexes, 
for reasons which will be explained. The small index 
on the little dial serves merely to indicate the period 
of the day when the computation is made. 

When it is desired to ascertain the height of the 
tide at a certain point on a specified date the operator 
of the machine first "sets" it so that the mechanism 
shows the approximate time at which high tide or 
low tide occurred on a given date in the past at this 
place. Then with the left hand the operator slowly 
turns the handle at the lower left-hand corner of the 
machine and this is what occurs: The hand on the 
large face in the center known as the lunar index 
changes its position until it points in the same di
rection as one of the pair of smaller hands or n.e.edles. 
The operator then notes the position of the solar in
dex, as the other hand of this curious clock is termed. 
If the lunar index has assumed the same position as 
the upper needle, the solar index will indicate the 
time of the first high water at the seaport for which 
the computation is being made. To determine the 
height of the tide at the given time, the operator 
glances at the index at the left lower corner of the 
large face. Comparing the figures opposite its hand 
with the figures on the scale by its side gives the 
height of the tide. 

To determine low tide the lunar index is moved by 
the handle until it is in the same position as the 
lower needle and the position of its companion, the 
solar index, is again observed. Thus the time of low 
tide.is secured. In getting the measurement of the 
tide the index on the lower right-hand side is read 
and the figures compared with the right of the two 
measures seen in the lower part of the frame. 

Fully to describe the workings of all the mechan
ism would require more space than can be given, but 
it should be remembered that when the handle con
trolling the governing axle is turned, all of the ele
ments are set in motion at a speed proportioned to 
the work which they are to perform, regulating the 
various' hands and needles so that no errors of im
portance can be made, As an indication of the ac
curacy of the machine it may be stated that the maxi
mum deviation of the tide from what has been pre
dicted is never over 0.3 foot, and it records the stage 
of tide within five minutes of the time when' the tide 
reaches the stage, although, as stated, the prediction 
may be made a year or more in advance. The ma
chine is a portion of the division of the bureau at 
Washington of which Mr. O. H. Tittmann is superin
tendent, and is called the Ferrel tide predictor after 
the late William Ferrel, by whom it was improved, the 
original invention being due to Lord Kelvin. 

A fuller description of this type of predictor will be 
found in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT No. 1464. 

. � ... 

Variable Speed Turbine Engine. 

A turbine has been patented in England which, by 
means of two sets of steam admission ports, into 
either of which steam may be admitted at will, it is 
claimed will give. two different speeds of operation at 
the same efficiency. For the higher speed the steam 
is ('onducted from one !OBt of ports through expanding 
nGzzles to the rotor, where it encounters two sets of 
moving blades and one set of fixed blades, 
passing thence to the exhaust. For the lower 
speed, the steam takes the same path through 
the blades as before, and is then led from the 
second set of moving blades into a group of blades 
consisting of two fixed and two moving sets. This ar
rangement gives a speed about half that due to the 
other, the reason being doubtless that, the expansion 
being carried through a longer stage, the drop in 
preSf'ure at each set of blades is but half what it was 
before, with consequent proportional speed facto1'.
Iron Age. 
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Large Powder Chatnber .. Reduce Ero .. ion. 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN: 

Referring to your mention, in the SCIENTIFIC AMERI

CAN Review of the Year, of the high velocity secured 
at Sandy Hook with the Brown wire gun, which is 
officially reported as 3,740 feet per second, I beg to 
draw your attention to the fact that there were some 
important truths established during these tests, which 
show the great adVantage to our government of high
powered guns, such as the department or Crozier gun 
and the Brown wire gun, viz.: 

If these guns were fired with . what the government 
considers service velocities for the 6-inch guns now 
in use; the pressures would be so exceedingly low that, 
with properly banded sheUs, they would last for an 
indefinite number of rounds, before being rendered un
serviceable on account of erosion; and at least as long 
as any of the low-velocity guns now recommended by the 
department, so far as the life of the gun is concerned. 

A study of the government record shows: The third 
round, Brown 6-inch gun, with 59 pounds of powder 
and 28,475 pounds pressure per square inch, gave 2,879 
foot seconds velocity. The fourth round in Crozier 
gun, which also has an unusually large powder cham
ber, with 69 pounds of powder and 30,810 pounds pres
sure, gave 2,938 foot seconds. 

These records prove, therefore, that the large pow
der chambers in the high-powered guns, so far from 
being undesirable, are a very great advantage; since 
such guns give higher velocities with lower mean pres
sures than the 6-inch guns now in use. This is possi
ble because more powder can be burned, and a larger 
v� 111me. of gas secured, without producing excessive 
preJ;lsures. As. a matter of fact, nearlY"lO\OOO pounds 
lells,pressure per square inch is required than in the 
6-i.nch service gun, to secure the same velocities. Hence, 
erosion .;would be correspondingly reduced. 

An9ther important advantage in the high-power gun 
is that, even if fired with the. usual 6-inch service 
charge, it possesses tremendous reserve energy, . to be 
available in an emergency, when long:range firi-ng may 
be of inestimable value to cripple the enemy before he 
could approach near enough to strike. 

Gen. Crozier, Chief of Ordnance, implies, in his 
annual report recently published, the possibility of 
eliminating erosion; in which event, with these high
powered guns, the government would be in possession 
of guns of far greater efficiency and range than any 
other guns within our knowledge, while on the other 
hand, if our government has low-powered guns only, 
and erosion should be cured, as it undoubtedly will be, 
we would be left with a large number of inefficient and 
obsolete gUllS. 

The government star gaging records show that in 
the last ten excessive pressure shots from the Brown 
6-inch gun there was practically no erosion .at all in 
the last 14 feet of the muzzle end of the gun, because 
the shells had been properly banded to meet the 
changed conditions which were required in the gun in 
order to secure such remarkable results in pressures 
and velocities. 

If all the shells had been banded at the beginning 
of the test, as the last ten were, both the Crozier gun 
and the 6-inch Brown wire gun could easily have been 
fired the 250 rounds originally proposed and been in 
better condition at the finish than they are to-day. 

The greatest erosion occurred during the early part 
of the test, when the narrow bands were used, as the 
star gaging shows, and was no fault of the system of 
construction. It was claimed at the start that the 
shells were not properly banded for such high pres
sures and velocities, but the department insisted that 
the service bands for low-powered guns must be used 
in this test of the high-powered guns. 

The last ten shots (88th to 98th) fired in the Brown 
6-inch gun gave an average pressure of over 55,000 
pounds per square inch and an average velocity of 
over 3,600 feet per second with perfect safety to the 
gun. JOHN H. BROWN. 

New York, January 8, 1907. 
••••• 

The Exploration of the Atlllo"phere at Sea. 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN: 

In your issue of December 22, 1906, your German cor
respondent speaks of the research boat "Planet," belong
ing to the German marine, as if she were the first ves
sel to make atmospheric soundings with kites and bal
loons. Permit me to say that kites were used by me 
to obtain meteorological observations at sea, indepen
dently of the natural wind, in 1901, as was related in 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, vol. 91, page 479. The same 
year, after this method had been proved successful on 
a transatlantic steamer, I proposed (in a paper read be
fore the Glasgow meeting of the British Association) 
to extend it to the trade-wind region. In order to or
ganize such an expedition, applications for aid were 
addressed in 1902 to the Prince of Monaco, and in 
1903 to the Carnegie Institution, but in neither case 
was the desired assistance obtained. However, Prof. 

Hergesell, president of the International Committee for 
Scientific Aeronautics, of which I am also a member, 
succeeded in interesting the Prince of Monaco in the 
scheme, and upon his yacht, the "Princesse Alice," dur
ing the summer of 1904, kite flights were made in the 
region bounded by Spain, the Azores, and the Canaries. 
Although a height exceeding that of the Peak of Ten
eriffe was several times attain. ed, the southwest or 
return trade, which had been observed on this moun
tain, was not found, leading Prof. Hergesell to conclude 
that it was due to the disturbing effect of the moun
tain itself. 

This conclusion, which involved so important a 
matter as the .existence of the return trade, led to 
another expedition being sent out in the summer of 
1905 by M. Teisserenc de Bort, director of the Obser
vatory for Dynamic Meteorology at Trappes, near Paris, 
and by the writer. Mr. Clayton, of the Blue Hill Ob
servatory, in proceeding from Boston to Gibraltar exe
cuted with kites the first line of atmospheric sound
ings across this part of the Atlantic to an average 
height of 3,000 feet. At Gibraltar Mr. Clayton joined 
the steam yacht "Otaria," a vessel of 350 tons, pur
chased and equipped by M. Teisserenc de Bort expressly 
for exploring the atmosphere, and having on board M. 
Maurice, of Trappes Observatory. This vessel went as 
far south as latitude 10 deg. N. and as far west as 
longitude 30 deg. W., and in seventeen kite flights the 
barometric pressure, air temperature, relative humidity, 
and wind velocity were continuously recorded, and the 
wind direction observed by measuring the azimuth 
of the kites. To obtain the direction and speed of the 
wind at greater heights, eleven hydrogen balloons were 
liberated from several of the islands, from which they 
were measured trigonometrically, and within the re
gion of the northeast trade all indicated the expected 
south or southwest return trade above the height of 
about two miles. The same year Prof. Hergesell made 
another cruise on the "Princesse Alice," employing for 
the first time at sea the tandem balloons of rubber, 
which your correspondent describes as forming part of 
the equipment of the "Planet," and in this way the 
first temperatures and humidities were obtained up to 
an extreme height of about ten miles above the ocean. 
During the past winter and summer, the "Otaria," 
equipped with these ballons·sondes, captive balloons, 
and kites, has made two cruises, proceeding across the 
equator to Ascension Island, at the mutual expense of 
her owner and the writer. The existence of the south
west current above the northeast trade, and of the 
northwest current above the southeast trade, was de
monstrated, and the hitherto unsuspected fact revealed 
that in summer at a height of eight miles above the 
thermal equator a temperature of about 100 deg. F. be
low zero prevails, which is lower than it is in winter at 
corresponding heights in temperate regions. 

Mention of these researches shows that your corre
spondent is greatly in error in assuming that the 
"Planet" has an unknown field to explore, because the 
conditions in the higher atmosphere over the ocean 
"are known only through a few observations made ill 
the North Atlantic"; but I entirely agree with him 
that "these conditions are rot as simple as theory has 
heretofore assumed," and that further observations are 
desirable. A. LAWRENCE ROTCH, 

Director of Blue Hill Meteorological Observatory. 
Hyde Park, Mass., December 27, 1906. 

....... 

The Wirele.... Telegraph Sitnation. 

To the Editor of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN:. 

I read with great interest your editorial review of 
the scientific and engineering work for the year 1906. 
May I be permitted to make a few corrections to the 
resume of wireless telegraphy work, as the writer of 
this part of the review seems to be somewhat out of 
touch with recent developments? 

In the first place, the work of the National Electric 
SIgnaling Company on transatlantic telegraphy is so 
very far from having been futile, that uninterrupted 
communication·, with the exception of one day, was 
maintained between Scotland and Massachusetts from 
October 1 to December 5, and preparations were being 
made for placing these' sta tions on a commercial basis 
when the tower at Machrihanish fell, owing to a de
fective joint in one of the guys made by an expert 
engaged from a Glasgow firm. The working up to the 
date of the accident was, however, so successful that 
the directors of the National Electric Signaling Com
pany have decided that it is unnecessary to carry on 
the experimental developments any further, and speci
fications are now being drawn up for the erection of 
five stations for doing transatlantic and other cable 
work, and a commercial permit is being applied for 
in England. 

As regards the question of interference, this ceased 
to be a vital question two years ago. The Electrical 
Review of July 6, 13, 20, and 27, 1906, published the 
results of independent tests of government officials, 
\'/hich showed that it was possible to cut out interfer
ence even when the interfering station was only 216 
yards away. You will note that the transatlantic st.a
tions have been operating without interference, al· 
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